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Abstract 

This study aims to identify key usability factors in a GIS 

(Geographical Information System) web service for mobile phone. 

The study also includes a usability evaluation of such a 

prototype. The prototype was created with the objective of 

evaluating the cleanliness in the city of Gävle and involving the 
users in keeping the city clean. Research on the subject of 

usability was performed in preparation for the development of 

the prototype. The subsequent usability test that was performed 

showed that the prototype was highly usable in consideration to 

efficiency, learnability and satisfaction. However in regards to 
effectiveness, the prototype was in its current state not highly 
usable. 
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1. Introduction

The municipality of Gävle is making a big commitment towards increasing the cleanliness of the city. It 
wants to achieve this by both rationalizing the work that is being currently done and by trying to influence 
the public's behaviors in relation to cleanliness and sanitation. The municipality needs a system where its 
inhabitants can leave reports about the cleanliness state of any location. Currently, the procedure for the 
inhabitants to notify the municipality about cleanliness issues differ. The inhabitants are referred to 
different administrative authorities for different cleanliness issues and for different locations. The procedure
of the authorities differ as well (Municipality of Gävle, 2016).

The company GIS Sweden wants to simplify the process of leaving reports related to cleanliness. This by 
creating a web service where handing in a report is done the same way no matter what the location, or 
which authority is the final recipient. GIS Sweden also wants to display a map with features related to 
cleanliness such as trashcans and areas where regular cleaning is performed, in order to make the users 
more engaged in the city's cleanliness. The company also wants to be able to display an indicator of the 
measures taken for improved cleanliness of any point in the city.

A web service GIS-application was developed based on these requirements. Its goal is to gather as many 
reports about cleanliness as possible. This means attracting as many users as possible to and making them 
want to keep using the web service. To achieve this, the web service must be highly usable (Nielsen, 1993). 
In addition to initially designing it in line with modern usability standards, a formal usability test was 
performed on a prototype of the web service to properly evaluate its usability.

The web service prototype was created with three main functionalities:
- The users can leave reports about the cleanliness, loudness and smell of any location.
- The city's cleanliness measures can be summarized and displayed in form of a ”cleanliness index”.
- The cleanliness index's geographical coverage can be displayed by an intensity map.

The web service makes it clear to the public how the waste management companies' measures affect the 
cleanliness of the city by displaying a cleanliness index. It also involves the public by encouraging them to 
leave reports about the cleanliness state of any location in the municipality. The users receive feedback on 
their reports to make it clear that what they do make a difference, feedback is an important part of usability
(Nielsen, 1993).

It is important to maintain a high level of usability in this kind of product since the only real reward for the 
users is the continuous improvement of the city's cleanliness, which is not something that the users might 
feel the direct effect of every day. If a product of this type is not convenient to use, the users will quickly 
lose interest and see no reason to keep contributing. Research on the subject of usability was therefore 
performed in preparation of the development of the application. After a prototype was finished, a formal 
usability test evaluated how effective the prototype's interface was in relation to usability.

The future plan is that the web service will be included in a mobile phone app where additional 
functionality is available. The app will feature “Gamification” which means to apply game design thinking to 
a non-game application to make it more fun and engaging for the users (Deterding, 2012). One of the ideas 
for the app in question is that different zip codes could be compared to each other and scored based on 
their cleanliness and the inhabitants' involvement. The inhabitants could collect points for their area and 
themselves by leaving reports in the app. This would make the users of the app want to strive to increase 
their own personal scores, as well as their area's score, which in turn would contribute to the ultimate goal 
of the app: to receive as many reports as possible.



1.1 Research questions

• Is it possible to develop a model for evaluating the cleanliness in a city based on its regular 
sanitation and clean-keeping measures?

• What usability factors are most important to consider in the initial design of a GIS web service 
destined to be used on the small screen of a mobile phone?

• What are the most important factors in relation to usability that can be identified by performing a 
formal usability test?



2. Theoretical Background

2.1 General usability

Engineering a product with high usability means studying and designing ”ease of use” (Battleson et al, 
2001). By studying people's interactions with computers a theoretical basis for usability can be defined. The 
precepts of HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) are just as well suited for web sites as for other software, 
which means that we can use the general HCI guidelines when designing a web service (Battleson et al, 
2001). HCI says that an interface should meet the following goals: provide task support, be usable and be 
aesthetically pleasing. ”Provide task support” means that the application should provide the users with 
whatever help they need to perform their tasks. To ”be usable” refers to how easily and efficiently the users
can perform their intended tasks with as few errors as possible (Battleson et al, 2001). The aesthetics in 
particular are very hard to measure, taking the test participants' input on the visual appeal of the interface 
is therefore very valuable (Battleson et al, 2001).

Nielsen’s classic usability heuristics published in 1993 is a highly recognized and well-referenced work in the 
field of HCI; they are the basis for many of the more recent works which this study is based on. There is also 
an international usability standard which focuses on providing requirements and recommendations for 
human-centered design in computer-based interaction systems, ISO 9241-210 (2010). The standard says 
that usability is defined by the “extent of which a system, product or service can be used by specified users 
to reach specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use” (ISO 
9241-210, 2010). How one manages to reach a higher level of usability differs depending on what type of 
product it concerns, but the general idea is the same.

2.2 Mobile phone usability

Usability in mobile phones is a hot topic today and there is a considerable amount of research on the 
subject. It is a well-researched topic because of the popularity of mobile phone applications and also 
because it is a challenging subject with the ever-increasing functionalities of the applications, accompanied 
by the limitations of a small screen and few buttons. Effective user interfaces are important to the success 
of mobile phone applications, but many of them still remain hard to use (Lee et al, 2015).

A mobile phone application is not something that users want to spend time learning, they should be able to 
figure it out quickly and effortlessly in order to keep using the application (Inostroza et al., 2016). Lee et al 
(2015) talk about the importance of simplicity in mobile phone applications, it signals a higher product 
value and makes the customer more inclined to purchase the product. “When competing products offer 
compatible features and functions, simplicity is an indication of more thoughtful and superior design” (Lee 
et al, 2015). To reach a higher level of simplicity, the application must be reduced to only its essentials and 
these functionalities must be structured in a way that is logical to the user, forming a coherent unit of 
simple tasks. It is also important to prioritize one goal instead of having the application address a multitude 
of goals simultaneously. Those are the key factors in reaching a higher level of simplicity, according to Lee et
al (2015).

2.2.3 SMASH (SMArtphone’s uSability Heuristics)

Inostroza et al. (2016) have through a cycle of five iterations developed their own set of heuristics for 
mobile phones – SMASH (SMArtphone’s uSability Heuristics). SMASH considers the usability of a physical 
mobile device rather than a mobile application, but many of their heuristics can be considered when trying 
to maximize usability in an application as well.



All 12 ”SMASH”-rules were taken into consideration when performing this study, although a few of them 
only apply to the physical mobile device and a few of them are addressed automatically by using a map API 
framework framework for the application. A list of the SMASH-rules that were specifically addressed during 
the implementation are listed here:

– Consistency and standards. All parts of the application should be designed in a similar way to each 
other, both graphically and how they work logically. This to avoid the user having to learn how 
different parts of the application work individually. The design should also be in line with other 
similar products to appeal to the user's immediate recognizability.

– Error prevention. The functionality of the program should be clearly presented to the user so that 
he or she does not make any mistakes in trying to complete whatever task is at hand. This is a big 
challenge to overcome when developing an application for the small screen of a mobile device.

– The user’s memory load should be minimized, which refers to the user’s brain memory capacity, 
and not his or her mobile device’s storage space. The user should not have to memorize information
throughout different stages of the application, but overloading the screen with information must at 
the same time be avoided.

– Efficiency of use and performance of the application. The steps required to complete a task should 
be minimized, information should load quickly and animations and transitions should be smooth. 
The only occasion when the number of steps to complete a task could be increased on purpose is 
when it is used as a security measure. One important note to make is that network performance 
and the device’s hardware performance must be separated and evaluated independently (Inostroza 
et al. 2016).

– Aesthetic and minimalistic design. The most important part about this is to avoid unwanted 
information overloading the screen. It makes the program run slower and for the user it does not 
only make navigating the program more difficult, but it also creates stress (Inostroza et al. 2016).

– Help and documentation. The user should be able to find documentation easily , and it should 
redirect him or her to documentation about the current task being performed in the application. In 
general, the documentation should provide information about the program's functionalities in a 
clear and simple way. It is recommended to include this kind of documentation in the device rather 
than referring the user to an external source. This minimizes errors and increases the user’s 
efficiency and knowledge of the application (Inostroza et al. 2016).

2.3 GIS usability

When looking at previous research on the subject of GIS usability, there is a lot of work to be found on the 
usability of powerful GIS applications that are intended to be operated by people who use these 
applications in their profession. The focus of this study is the usability of a publicly available GIS that anyone
should be able to use and figure out without much effort, which differs a lot from the requirements of 
powerful GIS programs designed to be used by professionals.

Even though the types of application might differ, the general concepts are derived from the same general 
guidelines of HCI usability. They can both be evaluated by the same well-recognized methods of usability 
testing, but with very different results regarding what is important to focus on in the implementation to 
increase the level of usability. Haklay and Tobón (2010) say that many modern GIS require significant 
knowledge to operate and it is therefore very important to take HCI research into account when designing a 
GIS for the general public. Ease of use and user friendliness are more elusive than they first seem to be and 
the only way to really evaluate your design is through testing (Haklay and Tobón, 2010).



2.4 Usability testing methods

The most effective way of evaluating the usability of an application is through testing. Usability testing can 
be divided into three categories: inquiry, inspection and formal usability testing.  Inquiry in relation to web 
sites includes requesting information about the web site from the users. Examples of methods are focus 
groups, interviews, questionnaires and surveys (Battleson et al, 2001). According to Dumas and Redish 
(1999), the testers should represent real users and they should perform the tasks that the real users in the 
end will perform, only that way will the test give the developers any meaningful results.

Inspection means that experts and developers try to view themselves as the users of the application to 
evaluate usability. This method is often associated with usability heuristics where different indicators are 
measured during the inspection test. Inspection based tests are relatively inexpensive, but they are also 
much less effective in identifying what errors the users will make. Having real authentic target users testing 
the product without any previous knowledge of the underlying design and structure of the application is a 
more effective method (Battleson et al, 2001).

In formal usability testing a group of users are observed while using the application prototype, instead of 
the developers and experts themselves testing the application. This enables the developers to gather much 
more information than through a regular inquiry test. This testing method is effective for different reasons, 
one particular advantage is that the developers can make decisions based on user-generated data rather 
than opinion (Battleson et al, 2001). Dumas and Redish (1999) say that user behavior and commentary 
should be observed and recorded so that it can be analyzed later on in order to recognize problems and find
solutions. A typical formal usability test introduces the users to the interface and asks them to perform a 
series of tasks. By observing the human-computer interaction, design problems will be exposed and can 
then be addressed in the next prototype. Usability testing – redesigning and then testing again creates a 
good cycle for maintaining a web site (Battleson et al, 2001).

Ham et al (2009) say that usability cannot be fully and accurately evaluated in any single way, it must be 
estimated by usability indicators. Ham et al (2009) and Sengel (2013) have used five different usability 
indicators:

• effectiveness
• efficiency
• learnability
• satisfaction
• customization

The latter two are examples of subjective indicators that cannot easily be measured, while effectiveness, 
efficiency and learnability can all be quantified and are therefore objective indicators which are much more 
easily measured (Ham et al, 2009). Two examples of objective indicators are completion time and number 
of errors which can both be measured in metrics, whereas subjective factors like the user’s emotions and 
satisfaction cannot. However, these subjective factors have to be measured as well in order to create a 
complete usability assessment (Ham et al, 2009).



3. Application Functionality

A GIS web service application containing functionality related to cleanliness in the city of Gävle was created.
The application shows a world map using the Google Maps API which is set to be centered on the city of 
Gävle in Sweden by default. Besides just displaying the map, the application has a top menu with buttons 
which can be used to access the web service's different functionalities.

As stated in the introduction, the application has two main purposes:
- The users can see the cleanliness index at any point on a map.
- The users can leave reports about the cleanliness of a certain point or area.

In addition to these two main functionalities, features related to cleanliness can be plotted on the map. 
These features are what the cleanliness index is based upon. Intensity maps representing the map features' 
respective coverage can also be presented on the map.

In the application's initial design, simplicity was a focus. It is an important factor in mobile phone usability 
and it is elusive to achieve Lee et al (2013). Everything clickable in the application is represented by an icon 
that does not require an explanation. The range of functionality offered by the application is also limited 
and simple, the users can look up a point's cleanliness score by simply clicking on the map and they can 
open the window to leave a report by hitting the report icon. Filling out the report and sending it in is also 
designed with intuitiveness and simplicity in mind. The only additional actions the user can perform is 
toggling on and off the layers containing the map features and the intensity maps which are also 
represented by simple icons placed in easily accessible spots.

3.1 Cleanliness index

Regular measures taken by the municipality for better cleanliness are quantified in a ”cleanliness index” in 
the web service. This index is derived from different factors combined in an MCA (Multi-Criteria Analysis). In
this case, a formal MCA technique was used which provides an explicit weighting system (Department for 
Communities and Local Government, 2009). Different factors are assigned individual weights and their 
combined impact on any given point is calculated into an index. The weighted factors in the case study are 
related to clean-keeping and waste disposal.

The factors currently used in the application's MCA are the locations of trashcans and waste disposal sites 
(recycling stations), and also geometrical features describing where there is regularly scheduled clean-
keeping work being done in the city. When the user wants to see the cleanliness index of any point on the 
map, the weighted geometrical features on the map influence the index based on how far away from the 
inquired point they are. The closer to the point, the more heavily they influence the index. An example of 
the web service displaying cleanliness indexes can be seen in Figure 1.

There is also an administrative interface built into the application where more factors can be added and the 
weights of the individual factors adjusted. What factors should be used and how they are weighted is 
subjective. Before the commercialization of the product the factors and their corresponding weights would 
have to be decided by experts on sanitation and sustainability.



3.2 Leaving cleanliness reports
The second main functionality of the program is allowing the users to leave reports about the current state 
of any point in the municipality in relation to its cleanliness, loudness and smell. An example of the report 
questionnaire can be seen in Figure 2.

The procedure of leaving the report begins with clicking the report icon in the top menu and marking the 
position that concerns the report (if the browser is not allowed to get the current position automatically). 
Then the application presents the user with a questionnaire where he or she is asked to rate the looks, 
smell and loudness of a chosen location by a scale of one to five. After having left the report, the user is 
thanked for his or her contribution. 

After the users have left a report the application shows a window that simply thanks the user for sending in 
the report. This is an important part in making the users feel rewarded for contributing and making the 
users willing to return to the application to contribute again. The report is immediately displayed on the 
map and the map is also panned to its location so that the user would not miss it being placed on the map. 
This is also helpful in giving the user confirmation of his or her contribution.

Figure 1. Cleanliness indexes



3.3 Additional features

The application includes a few more additional features to make the web page more appealing to visit, it 
can present all its different data features that make up the cleanliness index on the map and show intensity-
maps of their coverage. An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.

The trashcans and waste disposal sites are represented by image icons, and areas where regular cleaning is 
performed are represented by polygons and lines in different colors. The intensity maps show where on the 
map the individual features have more or less of an impact on the final score. An intensity map can be 
shown for each individual layer (trashcans, waste disposal sites, etc) or for the full cleanliness index.

Figure 2. Leaving a report



3.3.1 Intensity maps

The application can generate intensity maps displaying the coverage of the maps' geometrical features that 
make up the cleanliness index (trashcans, regularly cleaned areas, etc).

Most of the open-source libraries available are focused on the generation of heat maps and not intensity 
maps. The difference between the two is that a heat map only takes the density of geometrical features into
consideration while an intensity map also considers the value (weight) of every feature. In a heat map the 
individual features do not have a value attached to them that determines how much they influence the 
result, every single feature is simply viewed as being the same as any other feature. In the case study, every 
feature on the map has a specific value assigned to it and a heat map therefore does not present the 
features' coverage well. An intensity map on the other hand represents the coverage of the map features 
better since the application's cleanliness index is being generated by the method of MCA, and not just 
derived from the density of the map features.

Figure 3. Shows all the map features making up the cleanliness index and the intensity map



The most suitable open-source library seems to be one called ”Gmaps-heatmap” which is based on a 
regular heat map generating script, but in addition to that it also allows the developer to assign individual 
values to every point making up the heat map. The fact that it is also designed specifically for the Google 
Maps API is convenient. Preparing the data to make Gmaps-heatmap present an accurate representation of 
the cleanliness index is a time-consuming and somewhat complicated process, which is explained in the 
intensity map chapter of the method part of this study. 

3.4 Data handling

The application's different layers that make up the cleanliness index are based on cleanliness related data 
(see Table 1) gathered from GIS files. Two main types of files are supported by the application: ESRI 
shapefiles (.shp) and comma-separated values (.csv).

The application makes use of an open source library called “Shapefile.js” to read shapefiles which are 
commonly used for GIS-data, especially in the municipality of Gävle. “Shapefile.js” essentially reads the 
attribute table of the shapefile and converts it to string-objects which can easily be handled in the 
application.

CSV-files are simple files comprised only of text, they can therefore be read as string-objects directly in the 
code, and can later on be handled in the same way as the shapefiles.

The application handles the data by creating its own map objects based on the features in the shape- or csv-
file. These map objects generate several additional attributes for themselves such as bounding box, color, 
impact distance buffer (see chapter 4.2), and a Google Maps geometry object that can represent it on the 
map.



4. Method

4.1 Application development methodology

The web service application is written in the conventional HTML, CSS and Javascript languages and have 
been created by one developer.

As a basis for the case study application's interface, the Google Maps API was used. Google Maps' default 
road map is the base map used in the application which the rest of the interface is placed on top of. Some 
of the default Google Maps features were deactivated, for example being able to switch to a Satellite image 
map. This was to avoid the users making mistakes when using the application.

Several open-source libraries were used to improve the quality of the program without having to remake 
every single feature of the of application from scratch. ”Gmaps-heatmap”  based on ”heatmap.js” was used 
for generating the intensity maps, ”Javascript Convex Hull” was used for preparing big amounts of data for 
the intensity maps. ”MarkerWithLabel” was used for displaying the scoremarkers on the map, ”Shapefile.js”
was used for reading shapefiles into GeoJSON format and ”JSTS” was used for advanced geometrical 
calculations such as polygon-union and measuring distances from geometrical features.

The software development methodology applied was a common systems development life cycle 
(Manimaran et al, 2015), in this case study consisting of four steps:

– Analysis, defining the requirements of the product.
– Design, defining how the product meets its requirements.
– Implementation, realizing the design in form a prototype.
– Testing, evaluation of the prototype.

The analysis part defining requirements can be found in chapter 1 of this study. The design is described in 
chapter 3 and the test results are in chapter 5. This case study concluded after the testing phase. The future
plan is to return to the design and implementation phases to improve the product, fulfilling the model as an
iterative one.

4.2 Measuring cleanliness index
To calculate the cleanliness index, the application takes several factors into account and performs a multi-
criteria analysis. The map has geometrical features (polygons, lines, points) added to it representing for 
example areas where garbage is collected regularly and where waste disposal sites are located. The features
have individual weights assigned to them based on for example how frequently an area is being cleaned. 
These features make up the cleanliness index presented to the user. In the initial design of the program, the 
impact of five different map features are measured and used in the MCA to calculate the cleanliness index:

– Trashcans
– Waste disposal sites
– Polygons where regular clean-keeping is performed
– Lines along which regular clean-keeping is performed
– Reports left by users

The MCA is currently not based on any kind of scientific model or reasoning, it is purely based on values set 
by the developer for the purpose of being able to present a working prototype. The weights making up the 
MCA can easily be adjusted in the application's “Admin Tools”. The weights will be based on scientific theory
when the product is commercialized. The prototype's settings that were used during the tests are shown in 
Table 1.



Table 1. The application's layers. Not scientifically motivated weights
Layers Weight Impact distance (meters)

Trashcans 1 130

Waste disposal sites 4 650

Clean-keeping polygons 2 200

Clean-keeping lines 2 200

Reports 1 200

The weight column in Table 1 shows the weight of a layer in comparison to other layers, but the individual 
map objects that make up the layers also have different specific attributes that influence their individual 
weight. Trashcans for example can be emptied by the sanitation companies at different time intervals. One 
could be emptied twice a week while another is emptied once a month. This motivates the need for the 
individual map objects of a layer to have individual weights in relation to each other, instead of all the map 
objects in a layer having the exact same impact on the final index score.

In the prototype application this problem is addressed by assigning a weight to every single map object 
based on its attributes. When the user inquires the cleanliness index for any point, the application checks 
which objects' impact areas cover the point in question. If a point is within an object's impact area it can be 
calculated by knowing the object's coordinates and then applying its impact distance as a buffer 
surrounding those coordinates (see Table 1). If the point in question is within an object's impact area, the 
object has its individual weight multiplied by its layer's weight and a distance ratio. The distance ratio has a 
value between 0 and 1 depending on how far away the object is from the point. The object in each layer 
that ends up having the highest final score based on these three factors (individual weight, layer weight and
distance ratio) is the object that will be used in establishing the final cleanliness index. Only one object in 
each layer can influence the final cleanliness index. Below in Figure 4 is shown how the calculation is 
performed for each map object in the implementation.

The distance ratio calculation is much simpler than it might look. First every layer's maximum impact 
distance is defined (see Table 1), meaning how far away an object is allowed to be while still influencing the 
point in question's cleanliness index. If the object's distance from the point is bigger than its layer's impact 
distance, then it will be dismissed and will have no influence on the index. If the map object is inside the 
range of the layer's impact distance, the distance ratio part of the calculation generates a value between 0 
and 1 depending on how far away the point is from the object. If the object is in the exact spot of the point, 
the value becomes 1 and if it is very close to the edge of the impact distance range, the value approaches 0. 
That is what is calculated in the “distanceRatio”-variable in Figure 1.

Finally, as a last additional factor influencing the cleanliness index, the population of the nearby area is 
taken into account. The theory is that the more people that live in an area, the more sanitation and 
cleanliness measures are needed. Therefore the number of people living in the area of the inquired point 
has a negative effect on the score, the more people the more negative effect on the score. The calculation 
of the population's impact on the score is very similar to the distance-ratio calculation, but with a few 
special cases included in the calculation to control the output values better. The calculation is presented 
below in Figure 5.

distance = distanceBetweenPointAndMapObject
distanceRatio = Math.abs(1 - (distance/mapObject.impactDistance))
weight = mapObject.weight * layer.weight * distanceRatio

Figure 4. (Math.abs means taking the absolute value of a number)



If the population in the nearby area is above 1000, the score is multiplied by 0.1. If it is less, the multiplier is
given a value between 0 and 1 depending on the number of people living in the area. If it is close to 1000 
people living nearby, the value approaches 0 although it will never be set lower than 0.1. If there are few 
people living in the area, the multiplier will be close to 1, and it will therefore have little to no effect on the 
final cleanliness index.

4.3 Intensity map generation and preparation of its data
To generate intensity maps in the application an open-source library called “Gmaps-heatmap” was used. 
The library can generate intensity maps from map data but it did not work optimally for the case study's 
application. Even though every point could be weighted individually, the point density still had an impact on
the result which is not what was desired. To solve this, specific preparation of the data before using this 
open-source library had to be performed. The cleanliness index had to be defined for points with equal 
intervals of distance on the map to make the point density of the data exactly the same everywhere, so that
point density would not have an impact on the result. All defined points hold values for the individual map 
layers' influence on the cleanliness index at that point. The points also hold a value representing the full 
cleanliness index for every point. This data can then be used to generate intensity maps representing both 
the full cleanliness index, and every layers' individual impact on the map cleanliness index

Since the different layers of map features had different geographical coverage, some geometrical 
calculations had to be performed to define the areas of interest. If these areas were not defined, 
overlapping geographical areas would result in multiple points calculated close to each other, and ruining 
the whole idea of all the defined points making up a uniform point density cloud.

4.4 Usability test
A formal usability test was performed on the application prototype and documented. Inspection testing was
continuously performed by the developer and his supervisor during the process of creating the prototype.

The test participants used a Sony Xperia T10 mobile phone (Android) to browse the web service prototype 
and to complete four different tasks. The participants were observed during the test and it was measured 
how much time it took them to complete their tasks. Afterwards, the participants were asked to fill out a 
questionnaire to give the developer as much information as possible regarding needs of improvements and 
the participants' general impressions.

The test was performed on 24 persons. They were not prepared for the test beforehand but was people 
randomly approached in libraries and city parks. The application was designed to be used by anyone; there 
was no specific target group of people established, hence the motivation for randomly finding test subjects 
in different public locations instead of preparing a test group of people. Most of the test subjects ended up 
being students, this because the locations where the subjects were approached being mainly libraries.

maxPop = 1000;
if(areaPop > maxPop){

populationConstant = 0.1
}
else{

populationConstant = Math.abs(1 - (areaPop / maxPop))
if(populationConstant < 0.1){

populationConstant = 0.1
}

}

Figure 5. (Math.abs means taking the absolute value of a number)



The subjects of the test were given four tasks to perform: they were asked to use the application to find the 
cleanliness index of their home or any other relevant person's home, and they were also instructed to leave 
a report about the cleanliness of that same location. After they were done with those two tasks, they were 
asked to do the same two tasks for another relevant location to measure the learnability of the application 
(ie. to see if they had learned from the first attempt how to use the application).

The five most important usability indicators according to Ham et al (2009) (see chapter 2.4) were evaluated 
during the usability tests in the following way: 

Effectiveness was measured by looking at how the users navigated to their target points within the program 
and by how many errors were made on the way.

Efficiency was evaluated by measuring the time it took for the users to perform their given tasks.

Learnability was measured by performing a second test with similar tasks to see if the user's effectiveness 
and efficiency had improved.

Satisfaction is a more complicated and subjective indicator that was measured by the user answering a 
questionnaire after having completed the test.

Customization was not measured in this study as there is not a lot of customization for the end-users 
implemented in the application. There was functionality included where the user could toggle on and off 
different layers and intensity maps, but it can hardly count as customization. There is a great deal of 
customization included in the Google Maps API which is what the application in the case study was built on, 
so instead of reinventing the wheel, the well-tested Google Maps API customization options were relied 
upon.



5. Results

Figure 6. A screenshot of entering the web page



5.1 Usability test results
A usability test of the case study web service was performed on 24 people. The participants were given four
tasks to perform where two of the tasks were a repetition of a previously performed task, but in a different 
location on the web service's map. As stated and briefly explained in the method chapter, the factors that 
were measured were effectiveness, efficiency, learnability and satisfaction.

The results of the test are presented below, categorized into its appropriate categories. This to have a clear 
documentation and summary of the tests for future development.

5.1.1 Effectiveness

The average number of errors per test was 2.67. 64 errors were recorded in the 24 tests.

5.1.1.1 Common errors:

Zooming
The web service's biggest problem was encountered by six of the participants and was caused by the 
zooming in and out on the screen. In this case, the application denied the user access the top menu and its 
functionality. 

Cleanliness index functionality indicator
Some users were looking for a button to activate cleanliness index-measuring, while all they had to do was 
to click anywhere on the map to measure the cleanliness index for that spot. There is a window explaining 
how to do this when the user enters the web page, but this was often ignored. See Figure 6.

Cleanliness index markers cluttering the map
Since the application displays a marker containing the cleanliness index whenever you make a click on the 
map, some users displayed a lot of markers and the markers started to clutter the screen. The markers can 
be removed in several different ways but the most obvious one is clicking the “X” icon on the marker. For 
some reason some of the users were reluctant to do this as it seemed to them that they might do 
something unrecoverable. Because of this, the markers remained an obstacle in completing their task. Some
other users tried to remove the markers but because of the imprecision of hitting objects on a mobile 
phone screen, they sometimes failed to do so and instead displayed more markers, further cluttering the 
screen.

POIs obstructing
When users were to either mark the location of their report or inquire the cleanliness index, the Google 
Maps' POIs were in the way of the user's click and made the click not register in the application (for 
example the location of the report was not marked or the cleanliness index was not measured). The click 
instead registered as a click on the POI which makes an information window pop up, instead of marking the 
user's location on the map or getting the cleanliness index for that spot which is what the user intended. In 
this situation the user did not realize that the task was not completed and the user became confused. This 
was the most common problem in the tests. Figure 7 shows an example of a POI being clicked.



Small icons
The icons in the top menu were a bit too small to some of the users. Sometimes they had trouble clicking 
the correct icons which resulted in some frustration, although it did not hinder them in completing their 
tasks.

Small search box
Especially the search box was too small for a mobile phone screen. The users seemed to have no trouble 
identifying that there was a search function that they could use to ease their navigation, but the search field
was too small and it was “missed” by the user's clicks on the screen. They lost interest in the search 
function and at the same time accidentally activated other disrupting functionalities in the program such as 
getting the cleanliness index on the map just next to the search field.

Figure 7. A POI being clicked



The search box hiding the top menu
For the few users that had decided to use the search functionality and had managed to click the search 
field, there was an error in the application. The on-screen keyboard that pops up on a mobile phone 
whenever a search field is marked by the user covers a large section of the screen, and it made the entire 
top menu and the search field itself appear outside of the screen. In this case, the users did not see what 
they were typing and were confused, they also could no longer see the top menu icons and did not know 
how to proceed.

Clearer explanation of the user having to mark his position
When the users were asked to leave a report about the cleanliness of a point on the map, the program 
asked them to mark the position that the report refers to. Some of the participants started to repeatedly 
click the window with the information text to make it disappear. A few users also did not notice anything 
appearing at all when clicking the report button and as a result they did not know what to do.

Help icons clickable
In the help window displaying information about the application to the users, some participants 
encountered problems. They tried to click the icons in the help window instead of the ones in the top menu 
to activate their functionality.

Activated intensity map was disruptive
Occasionally when trying out the different functionalities of the application, the users activated the 
intensity map representing the cleanliness index in the city and thought this would be useful and interesting
to see, but its colors made navigating the map much more difficult and resulted in them having more 
trouble completing their tasks.

One user accidentally activated the intensity map when she was attempting to pan the map to the left. As a 
result of this, she mistakenly thought panning the map activated the intensity map and was in turn reluctant
to attempt to pan the map.

Browser functionality mistaken for page functionality
The users that seemed to be less experienced in general using web browsers on mobile phones ran into 
another type of problem, they clicked the web browser's settings icon trying to figure out how to use the 
application. Those settings had of course nothing to do with the application, resulting in some confusion.

“Street view” could not be returned from 
Two users clicked the button built into Google Maps that presents you with the street view of a location. 
This was a devastating error which hid the top menu and all functionalities of the program. Also, it was not 
clear how to get back to the regular map from the street view, resulting in the user not being able to 
complete his or her task.

Browser image options disruptive
Two users also held down their finger on the screen for too long while attempting to mark an option in the 
report questionnaire. This made the browser's built-in functionality ask them if they wanted to save the 
image they were marking or perform other options related to the image. This caused some confusion.



5.1.2 Efficiency

The efficiency of the application was measured by how much time it took the participants to complete their 
tasks. Since this was a qualitative evaluation with 24 participants there was not enough material to draw 
any statistical conclusions from the data, which is what one would normally like to do when you have 
specific, quantifiable data like in this case.

The participants were given two different types of tasks that they were to perform twice to measure the 
learnability of the product. One test involving 24 people is not enough to be handled as quantitative data 
since the final version of the application is hoped and estimated to be used by over a thousand people 
(Gogtay, 2010). Therefore no statistical conclusions have been drawn, the tests have instead been handled 
as qualitative data.

See Table 2 in Appendix 1 for the test results' times.

Tests number 6, 15 and 22 and were not considered successful enough in their execution. Therefore they 
are not included in the summary in Table 3.

Table 3.Summary of the efficiency measurements
21 tests First cleanliness Second cleanliness First report Second report

Total time (sec) 1028 902 1681 824

Average time (sec) 49 43 80 39

5.1.3 Learnability

Even though not looking at it statistically, the numbers indicate that the learnability was average since the 
second occasion of performing a task often recorded a similar or longer time than the first occasion. The 
reason for this is likely not low learnability but the fact that the map was not reset to its default position 
before performing the second test. When starting the second test, the application was usually zoomed in on
the location of the first test and therefore the user had to spend more time navigating to the new location, 
which heavily influenced the results. This was an error in the preparation of the tests.

Many of the participants were students and ran into the problem with a POI being in the way of their clicks 
during their second tests when they were going to view the cleanliness index or leave a report about their 
school area (described in the section “Common errors”). This error always increased the time spent to 
execute the task significantly, but even when making this error the time spent for the second test was close 
to the first, error free measure. This shows that the participants had learned how to use the application. 
The participants who did not run into any of the common errors during the second test always significantly 
decreased their time usage.

In most cases it was clear to the observer of the test that the participants had in fact learned how to 
execute their tasks the second time around, even though the measured times do not always show this. 

Only two of the participants were considered by the observer of the test not to have learned how the 
interface worked after the first set of tasks. These participants seemed stressed by the timekeeping of the 
test and had run into errors during the first tasks and became uninterested in learning how to use the 
application.



5.1.4 Satisfaction

The participants were given a questionnaire to fill out after having completed the usability test. The 
purpose of this questionnaire was to get their opinion on the application and to have more user-generated 
material to refer to in further development of the application. For the sake of evaluating the answers, it 
would have been easier to phrase all the questions in a way where yes always meant high satisfaction and 
no always meant low satisfaction, but focus was instead put on phrasing the questions as clearly as possible 
for the participants to understand. All participants were encouraged by the observer of the test to answer 
honestly and not hesitate to point out anything negative. This to produce as useful results as possible for 
further development of the application.

See Table 3 for the participants' answers to the questionnaire.

5.1.4.1 Questionnaire

Almost all of the participants said that the icons and language were easy to understand and that the 
application's aesthetics were good.

Many of them said that the application behaved as expected, that no features were misplaced and that 
there was no need for further automation of their tasks. The ones that wanted more automation were 
usually confused about the application's two different functionalities being separate, or they simply ran into
so many errors that they wanted things to be done automatically.

Most participants thought more guidance was unnecessary and that the ergonomics were good enough. 
The ones that wanted more guidance were usually less experienced in general mobile phone usage and 
ignored the web page's initial screen with instructions as well as the help icon. The ones that thought the 
ergonomics could be improved attributed this to the icons being too small.

The satisfaction of the application is considered to be good. This is motivated by the general positive 
response of the questionnaires.



6. Discussion

6.1 MCA
The cleanliness index is calculated by the method of MCA where five different factors have an impact. The 
MCA is not based on any scientifically motivated weights but merely the developers own arbitrariness. This 
is of course a problem and would not be acceptable in a commercialized product, however it does not 
present any problems when the task is to create a prototype, especially when that prototype has a built-in 
administrative interface that allows an administrator to adjust the weights that make up the final 
cleanliness index. For the purpose of the usability tests this was not an issue and it was never pointed out 
by any of the participants that there would be anything wrong with the index that they were presented 
with. Neither was this expected since a cleanliness index is not a previously established measurement that 
any of the participants would have had any prior experience of and therefore be in any kind of position to 
question.

The final adjustment of the cleanliness index by factoring in the number of people living in a specific area is 
not scientifically motivated. It is based upon the logic that the need for clean-keeping is related to the 
number of people living in the area. In the prototype, the value set as the maximum possible impact of the 
population of the area is 1000 people, but there are areas inside of the application's boundaries (the 
municipality of Gävle) where there are more than 3000 people living. This indicates that some adjustments 
to this calculation should be made. On the other hand, if the highest figure is set to 3000 instead of 1000, 
the impact of most areas where there are 50-400 people living will be very low and perhaps it would 
influence the final cleanliness index too little. The result of this reasoning is that a more advanced non-
linear model would probably fit the population point subtraction calculation better than the current, linear 
one.

6.2 Intensity maps
Because of the trouble with having to prepare data for the intensity maps to accurately display the results 
without taking point density into account, the application has to generate all the cleanliness index points 
that the intensity maps are based upon. Depending on the precision in meters chosen between the points, 
this can take a very long time. Therefore, performing all these calculations every time a user of the program 
wanted to display an intensity map was out of question. Instead, this calculation is performed whenever 
anything regarding the weighting of the different layers is changed by the administrators in the application's
“Admin Tools”. This is definitely a task that should be performed on the application's web server whenever 
an administrator chooses “Save” in the admin tools, but because of the limited time period of this case 
study no server side code has been implemented. This task has therefore during the test period instead 
been performed on the client when “Save” is clicked. This is not a solution to be recommended since it can 
freeze the client for several minutes until it is done generating all the points.

6.3 Usability
When designing a program with high usability it is important to ask: who are the users? An application must
be designed with consideration to the users' knowledge and familiarity with similar types of applications 
(Battleson et al, 2001). In this case study, the target user group is any person and mobile phone GIS for 
public use is the subject. Therefore, Google's ”Google Maps” interface is the most important interface to 
look at since it has some of the most recognized interfaces in the world. The API chosen to work with for the
application was therefore naturally the Google Maps API. As a result, the interface has the standard 
aesthetics of Google Maps and it includes much of its built-in functionalities.



6.3.1 Effectiveness

Considering that the application was a prototype, the amount of errors were to be expected as the 
prototype had imperfections known beforehand responsible for many of the errors. A few errors were 
devastating to the users' ability to perform their tasks while others were only causing confusion. If the main 
issues were eliminated and another test was made, the error-count per test would likely be much lower. For
example the built-in “POIs” (Points Of Interests) in the Google Maps interface were often in the way of clicks
on the screen that the users were trying to make, resulting in the clicks not registering the way they were 
supposed to and instead showing information about the POI. This problem was detected early but since the 
test was supposed to be the same for everyone, the problem was not eliminated in the middle of the test 
period.

6.3.1.1 Common errors

Zooming
When the zooming functionality of the prototype was used it could make the top menu disappear. Most 
people are used to being able to control the zoom of a web browser on a mobile phone by using both 
fingers, moving the fingers together or apart for zooming in and out. Zooming works this way for both the 
web browser and the map. When the users zoomed in on the web browser content, the result was that the 
top menu was no longer visible and without it the users could not complete the task of leaving a report. 
Even when the users had realized that the top menu being outside of the screen was the problem, they had 
no way of zooming back out again. When the browser had zoomed in like this, the map covered the entire 
screen and performing zooming anywhere on the screen now therefore only zoomed out the map and not 
the web browser. The only way of making the top menu appear again was to find something on the screen 
that was web content (ie. not part of the map), and zoom out from that. Obviously, this problem was very 
difficult to solve for all of the participants encountering it.

The problem with the web page zooming and panning away from the top menu icons is a devastating 
problem that needs to be solved. The application must prevent the top menu buttons from becoming 
unreachable. Several solutions could be suggested here, one being that whenever the user zooms out the 
map, the web page zooms out as well up to a maximum point which would be reaching the default zoom 
position. Another solution is that the top menu always follows the screen no matter what the user does 
with the zooming. The latter seems to be the best solution since it would never confuse the user about 
where the menu icons are and where he or she can find the functionality. The disadvantage would be that if
the user thinks the icons themselves are obstructing, then there is no way for him or her to remove them.

Problems related to the zooming was considered by the developer to be the prototype's biggest technical 
problem. It could very easily occur and it made the users unable to complete their tasks. 

Cleanliness index functionality indicator
A common cause of confusion was that the users did not know how to complete their first task; to view the 
cleanliness index of a specific point on the map. The initial screen of the web page shows an information 
window with a simple explanation of how to do it, but such windows are commonly ignored by users. Some 
kind of indicator should be added making it clear to the users that they only have to click anywhere on the 
map to take a cleanliness index measurement. Alternatively, that function could be deactivated by default 
and a button added that activates it, but since the application does not have a wide range of functionality it 
is more in line with the concept of simplicity to just let the users click the map to view that point's 
cleanliness index instead of having to manually select that functionality. Which one is the better solution 
can however be debated.



Cleanliness index markers cluttering the map
The problem regarding the markers cluttering the screen is one that could easily be addressed. Markers 
should for example not be displayed when the user clicks anywhere on the map to remove an information 
window. The users intuitively figured out how to easily remove the information windows by just clicking 
anywhere on the map instead of clicking the “x” in the corner of the information window, as it can be 
troublesome to try to hit the “x” on a mobile phone screen. There are several ways of removing the markers
in the application but the only way that was intuitive to the users was to click the “x” in the corner of the 
marker. This caused some errors and some confusion. The conclusion is that the “x” should be made much 
bigger, regardless of aesthetics.

POIs obstructing
Google Maps' own POIs registering the users' clicks was problematic. When clicking the map to display 
cleanliness index markers, it seems reasonable to be able to click the POIs to display information about 
them. It was primarily when the users were going to mark their position on the map that there was a 
problem with the POIs registering the users' clicks. The position was never marked which confused the 
users and they were occasionally unable to complete their task. The suggested solution would be to 
deactivate the ability to click the POIs when the user is asked to mark his or her position on the map.

Small icons
The top menu icons seemed small and hard to click for some of the users. This is generally a problem when 
dealing with a mobile phone screen and it is hard to figure out good solutions to it. The top menu needs its 
five different buttons to be displayed since they are all important. The buttons therefore have to be scaled 
in such a way that makes all five of them fit the screen's horizontal length. To the developer this scaling did 
not seem to make them unreasonably small, but several users thought they were. One solution could be to 
use two rows of buttons in the top menu when the mobile phone screen is in portrait format, but that 
would make the menu take up a lot of space and it would not look good. Another approach would be to 
redesign the menu completely, for example making it automatically hide or show in some dynamic way that 
the user can easily control. That way the menu could be made much bigger when the user wants it to be 
shown.

Small search box
The search box was much too small to be used on a mobile phone, not many of the participants attempted 
to use the search box and the ones who did had great trouble with it. It definitely needs to be made bigger 
and the way it responds to the users' interaction with it on a mobile phone must be changed. 

The search box hiding the top menu
Even though the search box was not frequently used it can be considered one of the application's biggest 
problems because of its disruptive behavior on a mobile phone. Its disappearance when the on-screen 
keyboard of the mobile phone was displayed is an unacceptable error of the program and must be 
addressed. This problem is related to the problem of the top menu being hidden when the web page has 
been zoomed in. 

This was another devastating problem caused by incomplete inspection testing of the web page on a mobile
phone prior to the formal usability tests being performed. A common solution for both this problem and 
the zooming problem can likely be implemented. See the “Zooming”-section for suggestions on how this 
would be done.

Clearer explanation of the user having to mark his position
After the users had figured out which icon to click to leave a report, some of them were confused by the 
window asking them to mark their position on the map. They kept clicking the window displaying the 
message asking them to mark their position to make the window disappear, and they also clicked the report
icon once more because they thought nothing had happened the first time. This error seemed to the 
observer of the test to be mainly a result of the stress caused by the timekeeping of the test, but the 
application should still make it more clear what the user needs to do in that situation. 



In some cases this error resulted in the participants giving up, thinking they had not clicked the correct icon 
for leaving a report. To solve this the text window asking the user to mark its position on the map should be 
made bigger and the phrasing of the text should be changed. The text should also be accompanied by an 
explanatory image and some kind of extra confirmation to the user that he or she is on the right track of 
leaving a report.

This problem was unexpected by the developer since a pop-up window saying “Mark your position” seemed
like a very clear instruction, but many users have a habit of ignoring everything that pops up on a web page 
and instead rely on intuition to complete their tasks. An obvious solution would be to accompany the text 
by a describing image, since even if the user ignores the text, the message that the image automatically 
sends should get through to the user and make it clear enough what he or she needs to do. 

Help icons clickable
The users who clicked the “Help”-icon in the program that explains its different icons generally had a much 
easier time figuring out how to complete their tasks. A few of them turned to the help window as a last 
resort and while it seemed to properly explain to them which icons were connected to certain 
functionalities, the users as a result tried to click the icons in the help window instead of the ones in the top
menu and were frustrated that nothing happened.

The icons in the help window were exactly the same as the icons in the top menu, but it still did not make 
the users realize that they had to click the corresponding top menu button with the same image as the one 
in the help window. This could possibly have been caused by the stress of the test and its timekeeping, but 
the icons in the help window should still be made clickable and they should execute the same 
functionalities as the top menu buttons because this is what the users expected.

Activated intensity map was disruptive
Doing anything in relation to the intensity maps was not part of the tasks given to the participants. When 
they activated it either by mistake or by just trying out the application's different functionalities, it 
sometimes made the map too unclear to them to navigate. Some participants deactivated it, some did not 
realize what had happened and some of them liked it activated. Those who liked it understood that it was 
displaying an intensity map of the cleanliness index that they were going to inquire about, but even for 
them it made navigating the map much more difficult.

A known problem to the developer related to the intensity map was that it makes navigating the map much 
slower since it has to reload data for every new part of the map that is shown when the map is panned or 
zoomed. A solution could be implemented where the intensity map is simply hidden every time the user 
starts navigating the map (ie panning or zooming). The user would obviously have to reactivate it many 
times if he or she wanted it to be displayed. This may seem inconvenient but it is not completely 
unreasonable, since in the end the intensity map is not part in executing any of the application's primary 
tasks.

Browser functionality mistaken for page functionality
A few of the users were hitting the mobile phone browser's options-button to see if it could help them in 
executing their tasks. This is not something that can be controlled by the developer as the users should have
enough knowledge of their own mobile phone device not to make this error.

“Street view” could not be returned from
The Google Maps' street view functionality must either be deactivated or changed in a way that makes it 
very clear how to get back to the regular topographical map view. During the tests when the users 
accidentally activated the street view, the web page had to be reset for them to complete their task.



Browser image options disruptive
The mobile phone web browser's has a built-in functionality of giving the user different options of how to 
handle an image that have been clicked and marked for a few seconds. If possible, this functionality should 
be deactivated in the application as the users might think it is part of the application and the task they are 
attempting to perform, resulting in confusion.

6.3.2 Efficiency and learnability

The developer considers the times recorded to be reasonable and would say that the program is efficient. 
The much longer times were usually the result of the participants running into errors. Interesting to note is 
that not a single one of the participants seemed completely new to navigating maps on a smart phone.

When looking at Table 2, what might seem odd at first is that many of the second times recorded were 
longer than the first times. The explanation for this was observed to be the navigation part of the task.

For example the users were first asked to measure the cleanliness index of their home or another person's 
home, and later on asked to measure the cleanliness index of their workplace or school. The participants 
usually navigated to their home very quickly but it generally took them longer to navigate to their 
workplace or school, both because they were already zoomed in on the previous location and also because 
locating their school or workplace was not always as natural as locating their home. The point being made is
that the navigation of the map was responsible for the increase in time the second time around and not 
poor learnability of the application.

Another conclusion to draw from this is that the default centering of the map when the web page loads 
seems to be pretty good if the user lives in Gävle, since they so quickly were able to find their own home or 
another person's home.

6.3.3 Satisfaction

To the observer, most of the participants seemed interested in the application, even though they were 
randomly approached in public places without any preparation of the tests. This was unexpected and 
indicates a general interest for the cleanliness of the city and for mobile phone applications.

Many of the tests were performed on students who were experienced mobile phone users. This likely 
influenced the satisfaction of the tests to be much more positively nuanced than if the majority of the test 
subjects had been less experienced in mobile phone usage. The test subjects that did not seem to be 
experienced mobile phone users surprisingly also had a general positive attitude towards the test, even 
though sometimes having more trouble and taking more time completing the tests.

6.3.4 Leaving reports

The report questionnaire in the prototype is a preliminary version which asks the user three simple 
questions: how does the surroundings look, how is the smell and how is the area's loudness level? The 
entire questionnaire and its questions can easily be changed and a different questionnaire could be shown 
depending on the position in question. This is planned for in the future development of the application.

Before the commercialization of the product the questions would have to be refined by being phrased 
somewhat differently and the response scale of one to five maybe changed and clarified. This is to avoid any
kind of misunderstanding and to get the best possible information from the answers in relation to 
describing the level of cleanliness of any given point in the city.



7. Conclusions

7.1 Prototype usability
The prototype in its current state can not be considered to be highly usable since its effectiveness is low. 
The other parameters (efficiency, learnability and satisfaction) indicate a high usability but one parameter 
can not compensate for another, they all need to indicate a high usability. Suggestions for solutions to all 
the prototype's problems related to effectiveness are listed in chapter 6 and will in the application's future 
development be addressed.

7.2 Research questions
A model for evaluating the cleanliness in the city was successfully developed and implemented in the 
prototype. The model is based on MCA and its governing parameters can easily be adjusted by an 
administrator.

The most important usability factors identified in a GIS web service for mobile phone are effectiveness, 
efficiency, learnability and satisfaction. More specifically, some of the things to especially take into account 
are that parts of the web page can become hidden outside of the screen and that cluttering the screen can 
be a problem.

The most important result from performing a formal usability test is to observe and document the errors 
made by the participants. Some errors can be difficult to identify during inspection testing and certain 
errors can make the user unable to complete his or her intended task. Performing a formal usability test is a 
very effective tool to identify many more errors than through inspection testing. Categorizing its results into
usability factors provides great data for further development of an application.
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9. Appendices

9.1 Appendix 1
Table 2. (Minutes : Seconds) | (m) = Male (f) = Female
Participant Cleanliness index 1 Cleanliness index 2 Leave report 1 Leave report 2

1 student (m) 00:42 01:05 00:22 00:20

2 student (m) 00:21 00:33 00:26 00:15

3 student (m) 00:45 00:13 00:33 01:13

4 student (f) 00:24 00:11 00:37 00:17

5 student (m) 00:28 00:08 00:32 00:25

6 librarian (m) 00:25 Aborted test Aborted test Aborted test

7 student (m) 00:25 00:49 02:31 01:02

8 student (f) 01:21 00:24 00:25 00:15

9 student (f) 03:31 00:26 00:52 00:37

10 student (m) 00:20 03:49 01:12 00:28

11 senior (m) 00:20 01:50 04:41 02:26

12 young student (f) 01:24 00:37 00:14 00:09

13 student (f) 00:23 00:16 02:25 01:32

14 student (f) 00:52 00:27 00:25 00:37

15 exchange student (f) 00:39 00:41 01:17 00:30

16 student (f) 01:02 00:18 00:25 00:11

17 student (m) 00:11 00:18 00:21 00:10

18 student (m) 00:32 00:47 00:25 00:11

19 student (m) 00:22 00:49 00:20 00:19

20 student (m) 01:59 00:02 00:45 00:30

21 senior (f) 00:20 00:12 03:46 00:49

22 foreign professor (m) 01:09 01:06 03:42 01:08

23 engineer (m) 00:29 00:44 01:06 01:03

24 senior (f) 00:56 01:04 05:38 00:55

Sum 1160 seconds 1009 seconds 1980 seconds 922 seconds



9.2 Appendix 2
Question 1: Were the icons and the language used easy to understand?
Question 2: Would you have needed guidance to complete your tasks?
Question 3: When you were clicking around in the program, did it behave as you expected?
Question 4: Were any buttons or windows in the wrong spot?
Question 5: Should anything you had to do yourself been done automatically?
Question 6: Did anything not look good enough?
Question 7: Was the application not ergonomic enough to use on a mobile phone?
Question 8: General impression, other comments?

Table 3. Questionnaire answers | (m) = Male (f) = Female
Participant Icons under-

standable?
Needed 
guidance?

Behavior 
expected?

Misplaced
features?

Automation of
tasks needed?

Bad 
aesthetics?

Bad ergo-
nomics?

1 student (m) Yes Yes Yes No No No No

2 student (m) Yes No Yes No No No No

3 student (m) Yes Yes No No No No No

4 student (f) Yes No Yes No No No No

5 student (m) Yes No Yes No No No Yes

6 librarian (m) Aborted Aborted Aborted Aborted Aborted Aborted Aborted

7 student (m) Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

8 student (f) Yes No Yes No No No No

9 student (f) Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes

10 student (m) Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes

11 senior (m) Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No

12 young 
student (f)

Yes No Yes Yes No No No

13 student (f) No Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

14 student (f) Yes No Yes Yes No No No

15 exchange 
student (f)

Yes Yes No No No Yes -

16 student (f) Yes No Yes Yes No No No

17 student (m) Yes No Yes No Yes No No

18 student (m) Yes No Yes No Yes No No

19 student (m) Yes No Yes No No No No

20 student (m) No No No No No Yes Yes

21 senior (f) Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes

22 foreign 
professor (m)

No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

23 engineer 
(m)

Yes No Yes No No No No

24 senior (f) Yes Yes Yes No No No No



Question 8: General impressions, other comments?
All answers to the last question are presented here. The participants' answers are in the same order as in 
the table. All quotations are translated from Swedish to English.

1 student (m):
“Could use guidance to complete the tasks and to get better knowledge of the application's functionalities”
“I am used to using a touch-screen, people of an older generation will need guidance”

2 student (m):
“Small icons but gives the map more space”
“GPS recognition could have worked here, but not a requirement”
“Great job, good luck”

3 student (m):
“Fun!”

4 student (f):
“Easily understood!”

5 student (m):
“Too small buttons or too big thumbs”

6 librarian (m):
Aborted test.

7 student (m):
“Would have needed guidance to display cleanliness index”

8 student (m):
“Simple and easily understood”

9 student (f):
“Could have used some guidance to understand everything”
“It looked good”
“I might have been clumsy but when leaving a report I had some trouble hitting the correct number”

10 student (m):
No additional comments.

11 senior (m):
“It took some figuring out!”

12 young student (f):
“The search box was too small to click”
“The application was amazing!”

13 student (f):
“Suggestion for leaving a report” (The observer believes this comment was based on a misunderstanding. 
The participant seemed to want an automatic suggestion of leaving a report when displaying the cleanliness
index. She likely thought displaying the cleanliness index and leaving a report were connected tasks.)
“Small buttons”
“Several options in the report's 1-5 scale could be selected” (known bug)



14 student (f):
“Everything behaved as expected except for the search bar”
“The explanation of the measurement scale should have been made more visible” (The participant is 
referring to the explanation of the options 1-5 when leaving a report.)

15 exchange student (f):
Observer note: This test was performed by an exchange student who did not understand Swedish and 
therefore could not be helped by any of the text in the application. The questionnaire was also translated to 
her by the observer. The entire test was characterized by some confusion, but led to some good insights.
“Needed guidance because of the language” (obviously)
“The program sometimes did not at all behave as expected, but sometimes it was alright”
“Some windows cover other things”
“Perhaps the icons should be placed in a separate tab instead of covering the map”
“The markers don't say anything by themselves” (She wanted the cleanliness index explained.)
The participant wanted the green-to-red color scale of the intensity map to be explained.

16 student (f):
“Maybe small icons”
“Go back button?”

17 student (m):
“When one displayed a cleanliness index and wanted to leave a report it would have been convenient if the 
report had automatically been tied to the position of the point marking the cleanliness index”
“Good app, nicely designed”

18 student (m):
“Automatic location of my current position”

19 student (m):
“It looked good and behaved as I expected”

20 student (m):
“The language was easily understood but not always the icons”
“The application did not behave as expected when I was clicking the numbers to fill out the report”
“If the icons were placed to the right or at the bottom they would be more easily reached on a big mobile 
phone”

21 senior (f):
“The language and icons were easily understood the second time around”
“I could have used some guidance the second time around”
“The application behaved as I expected after a while”
“The text was somewhat small”
“Pleasant!”

22 foreign professor (m):
Observer note: This test was performed on a foreign professor who had not yet learned Swedish well 
enough. He was very polite and seemed to want be of as little trouble as possible. The application had to be 
explained a bit too much on beforehand and the questionnaire translated by the observer. Overall the 
execution of the test was not as successful as the other tests.
“The search- and report-icons were clear in what their functionality was, but not the others”
“Some windows misplaced”
“Size and shape of icons unclear”



23 engineer (m):
“The icons and language was easily understood”
“Maybe could have used guidance if I were not used to computers”
“It was a little bit interesting”

24 senior (f):
“Could have used guidance for some parts”
“It behaved as expected except for the icons disappearing and me having to restart the application” (the 
common zooming problem)
“I do not know what all the icons in the top menu were for”
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